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.__;l,1, for .plJI, pl. of.__:)1, q. v.

on _ _ _

Qt)» An instrument with which cracks, or

fissures, in a vessel, are repaired, or mended;

syn. W. (M, TA.)_[And hence,] the

same word, and ‘:33, (T, A, A man who

repairs, or mends, cracks, or fissures, (T, of

bowls [dc]: (T :) or who repairs, or mends,

things well. And [hence,] 1A man who

efl'ects reconciliation, or makes peace, between

people. (T.) Pl. [of the former] [as

though the sing. were also]. (T, A,'TA.)

i. q. [Forgiven .- or, accord. to the

TK, 1- rectified, or repaired, in a suitable manner] :

lee):

(K, TA:) [in one copy of the K,).iltuz and] in

one copy, Qflu. (TA.)

1 ,2, on!‘

Q. 1. Jul), inf. n. Riel), He was, or became,

r .2’.

wicked, crafly, or cunning; as also ‘Joli. (T

in art. pl.,.) (M, K) int‘. n. of 31:3, said

of a man; (T, K;) [also signifies] The walking

(M, ofa man inclining (M, to either

side, (M,) or to one side, (K,) as though having

the feet attenuated, and chafed, or abraded.

(M, 1;. in the 01; is a mistake rei

i",

uq-fg, which is expressly said in the TA to be

with

n8“

Q. 2. Joly": see above. _Also He made a

raid, or a sudden attack, upon people,and acted like

the lion : and TA in art. ()4) z) and so, accord.

eeOze

to Fr, (1.9:. (TA in that art.) And They

practised theft, (M, K, TA,) and made raids, or

sudden attacks, upon people, and acted like the

lion. (TA.) And (so in the M, but in the“or,”) They went on a hostile, or hostile and

plundering, expedition, upon theirfeet, and alone,

without any commanderooer them. (M,K. [See

(3..., and (3C3), in art. (hi-,1) _[().,i,:, said of a

lioh, occurs iii the “ Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen,”

accord. to Freytag, as meaning He had perfect

teeth.]

0 ~2.

up, Wickedness, craftiness, or cunning, (M,*

K, TA,) and boldness, and insidiousness for the

purpose of doing evil, or mischief (TA.) So in

the saying, He did that by

reason of his wickedness, &c. (M, K, TA.) It is

the inf. n. of Q. 1 [q.v.]. (T,

'36), a quadriliteral word [as to its root],

I #0

(M, of the measure (JM, as is shown by

their saying (M;) and also without e,

(M, K,) sometimes, (K,) the e being suppressed,

and k5‘ substituted for it; (M ;) The lion: in

art. J5, and M and K2) and the wolf: (M, :)

or a malignant, guileful, or craft-y, wolf: and

accord. to Skr, a fleshy and young beast of prey :

(TA :) and applied as an epithetto a thief, because

of his boldness: (M :) and also, (K,) as some

say, (M,) one who is the only qfl'spring of his

mother: (M, 1; =) pl. 3,53 (s in art. (t0, and 1;)

and [the latter; probably, contracted by

poetic license,] and (TA.) [See also J63),
l" 8"- Jae-1 ' r

G
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1. : _ and see the next paragraph.

5. J)? It (a branch, or twig,) was, or became,

in its most fresh, or supple, and soft, or tender,

state, [in the first year of its growth; sec )5 ;]

as also '55): (M,L:) or it bent, in a languid

2a..

manner,- syn. w; (T, M, L,K;) and inclined

liniberly from side to side; syn. (3:33, or

(M and L:) or it bent: (T :) or it in

clined this way and that: (A :) and '35; it

waved, or inclined to the right and left. (M, L.)

It, or the, (a man, TA,) shook- by reason of

softness, or tenderness, (S, K, TA,) and bentfrom

side to side; (TA;) as also yM3,“: (S, K, TA :)

and in like manner one says of a girl, (TA,)

Qsiy', meaning she affected a bending of her

body from side to side by reason of soflness, or

tenderness. f It (the neck) twisted, or bent.

(K.) +It (a thing) moved to and fro: (TA:)

or it twisted, or bent, and moved to and fro.

(M.)._ IHe (an old man) was, or became,

afl‘ected with a trembling, and inclined this way

and that, in his rising : (A z) or he (a man) rose,

and was, or became, ofi‘ected with a trembling,

(T, M, L, in his bones, (M,)jn rising, until

he stood up. (T, L.) ._ iZ-Jl ‘Ugly’ I The serpent

shook, in going, or passing, quickly along. (M,

A.‘‘) _ 8;" Goal)? 1‘ The wind was, or became,

in state ofcommotion, (K, TA,) and inclined to the

rigktandlefl. (TA.)_...u.;i-JE\>L3;(T,1\I,A,L;)

and 7):’); (M, L ;) and V [in Golius’s Lex.

353,] int‘. n. (A, L ;) IThe [or period

after sunrise] reached the stage that is termed the

gig, ofthe day; (A ;) i.e., when the sun had

risen high, (T, A, TA,) one fifth of the day

having passed: (A, TA :) or became bright: or

advanced beyond the spreading of the sunshine and

the time when the sun had become high.

6: see 5, in two places.

8: see 5.

92' o s ’

,1): see >§,._ [Hence,] ail-ill (T, $,

M, A,L, and ‘235i; IThe stage ofthe
uni-:6 [or period after fsunrise] that is termed the

of the day; (A ;) i.e., when the sun has

risen high, (T, s, A, K, TA,) one _jifth of the

day having passed.- (A, TA:) or the brightness

thereof: or the period after the spreading of the

sunshine and the time when the sun has become

high. (M.) = Also Lljll M, A, and so accord.

to some copies of the K) and '35", ($, M, and

so accord. to some copies of; the K,) or uLill(T,) and t iii" and t 23%;“ likewise, (itccord. to

some copies of the K, [but these I do not find in

this sense in any other lexicon,]) or only of

all these, (accord. to other copies of the K, in

some of which it is written without e,) The root

of the jam-bone (“Lin 3.37), (T, s, M, A, K,)

that projects benedth the ear: (T :) or the part

of thejaw-bone whpnce the molar teethgrow: or the 013i; are the two thin extreniities

of the (3g [meaning the two sides of the lower

jaw-boize], which are in their upper part,

sharp, and curved, and suspended in two holes

beneath the two ears: (M :) pl.Also A vacant tract of land.‘ (K.)

3;, (T, L, TA ; in a copy of the M Wig,’
I )'

[perhaps a mistranscription for as), if not for

001

>5); but more probably for the former, which see

in art. 3)]; in the L, in one place, ‘3,33; and in

a copy of the A ' [which is probably correct,

as is also ;) A branch, or twig, in the most

fresh, or supple, and sofl, or tender, state, (T, M,

A, L,) in thejirst year ofits growth : (T, A, L :)

[being also used as a coll. gen. n.,] it has for its

n. un. V (T, L :) some say that signifies

the extremity of any branch or twig: the pl. is

0'0 I

51;! and ; the latter of which is extr. ; and is

not a pl. pl.; for, were it so, it would be(M, L.) _ Also, (T, s, M, A, 1;,) from the same

word applied to a branch, or twig, (T,) and

Hi}, (s,1_§,) each pith ., (Az, s,) and '53,

(s, M, K) and 153:,’ (T, M,A,I_{) and £31,‘,

(A, K,) without s, (A,) [in the CK repeated

with .,] and 153,5, (M, K, in the 01g 535,’) and

‘5356 (A) and in some copies of the K 53;)’,

without ., [which is in some copies written with”

and] to which the signification there next given

c5 :05

(un.-Ml who!) is in other copies made to belong,

(TA,) and some add 3!}, without ;, (MF,) IA

youthful girl: (T:) or a soft, or tender, girl or

woman: (A :) and (T) a woman goodly, or

beautiful, (T, s, K,) and youthful: (T,K:) or

one who soon attains to youthfulness with good

food: (M =) pl. of the first 313i. (T, M.) You
I a see 0.8. obs

say isl) fit Vial) 81rd, in which the former 5;!)

maybe without 5, and the latter must be so,

meaning :A soft, or tender, womapji not ‘one

that roves about. (A, TA.) = Also s5) i. q. 3);;

[llIoderation; gentleness; a leisurely manner of

proceeding,- &c.] (M, K. [In the latter, the form

of the word having this signification is not plainly

indicated.]) Apoet says,

. a}; (5L; (ya-:2 \J'flj ‘its ‘

[As though he were one intoxicated, walking in a

gentle, or leisurely, manner]; for >5) uln; sup

pressing the n for the sake of the rhyme: but he
lee)

who regards the word as that of which A)” is the

dim. does not regard it as originally with s. (M,

TA.) =-.: See also

'1'

s5) : see the first sentence in the next preceding

paragraph.

33) A sucker, an ofl'set, or a shoot from the

root,'of a tree: (M, K :) or a ‘soft, or tender,

branch, or twig, thereof: pl. gbg). (M.)_

Also i.q. Q53, (T, s, M, 15,) i. e. (TA) :11"




